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In 1959, the year Terry Galloway turned nine, the voices of everyone she loved began to disappear.

No one yet knew that an experimental antibiotic given to her mother had wreaked havoc on her fetal

nervous system, eventually causing her to go deaf. As a self-proclaimed "child freak," she acted out

her fury with her boxy hearing aids and Coke-bottle glasses by faking her own drowning at a camp

for crippled children. Ever since that first real-life performance, Galloway has used theater, whether

onstage or off, to defy and transcend her reality. With disarming candor, she writes about her mental

breakdowns, her queer identity, and living in a silent, quirky world populated by unforgettable

characters. What could have been a bitter litany of complaint is instead an unexpectedly hilarious

and affecting take on life.From the Trade Paperback edition.
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I've never written a review before but I enjoyed this book so much I had to tell everyone about it. It

was laugh out loud funny, terribly sad and poignant all at the same time. I even found myself

reading passages out loud to friends and family because they were so beautifully crafted. Here a

few of my favorite moments:*As a young child in Germany, the author's vocabulary was so

advanced that a neighbor thought she was a dwarf. I almost peed my pants on that one!*In the story

of the author's sister and her fabulous husband encouraging her to accept a theater scholarship, my

favorite line: "It was as if Zeus had seconded Hera." What a fantastic thing to say.*In the chapter

titled "Drag Acts," the description of what actually happens to artists and audiences when the stars



align was one of the best illustrations of that moment I've ever read. It made me think that someone

who has no knowledge or understanding of the transformative power of art would be able to get

what it's all about after reading that passage. It made me cry then and it makes me cry now as I'm

remembering it.*When re-telling anecdotes of the author's brief stint as a hostess, her solution to the

resulting mayhem was to "operate on the honor system." She's a girl after my own heart and I found

myself repeat that punch line over and over again, giggling to myself all the while.*I loved the

"miracle of the ponds" story and I cried for the author and her family while reading the description of

her father's last days. I'm sure he is terribly missed! He seems like a wonderful man.*I found

personal meaning in chapter titled "The Shallow End" and the author's rant on the "them" who

canonize both people with disabilities and those who offer their support.
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